The proinflammatory cytokine tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNFa) has long been characterized for its role in the innate immune system, but more recently has been found to have a distinct role in the nervous system that does not overlap with other proinflammatory cytokines. Through regulation of neuronal glutamate and GABA receptor trafficking, TNF mediates a homeostatic form of synaptic plasticity, but plays no direct role in Hebbian forms of plasticity. As yet, there is no evidence to suggest that this adaptive plasticity plays a significant role in normal development, but it does maintain neuronal circuit function in the face of several types of disruption. This includes developmental plasticity in primary sensory cortices, as well as modulating the response to antidepressants, chronic antipsychotics and drugs of abuse. TNF is also a prominent component of the neuroinflammation occurring in most neuropathologies, but the role of TNF-mediated synaptic plasticity in this context remains to be determined. We tested this in a maternal immune activation (MIA) model of neurodevelopmental disorders. Using TNF 2/2 mice, we observed that TNF is not required for the expression of abnormal social or anxious behaviour in this model. This indicates that TNF does not uniquely contribute to the development of neuronal dysfunction in this model, and suggests that during neuroinflammatory events, compensation between the various proinflammatory cytokines is the norm. This article is part of the themed issue 'Integrating Hebbian and homeostatic plasticity'.
Introduction
Tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNFa) is a proinflammatory cytokine and a wellcharacterized part of the innate immune system. The central nervous system was initially viewed as immune privileged, which would limit the role of cytokine signalling to pathological conditions [1] , but it has become clear that cytokines are produced centrally under basal conditions and impact neuronal function [2] . TNFa is produced as a 26 kDa transmembrane proprotein, assembled as a trimer [3] , which is then cleaved by TNFa converting enzyme (TACE, otherwise known as ADAM17) to release a 17 kDa soluble fragment [4] . The membranebound form can signal directly to TNF receptors [5] , particularly the TNFR2 receptor typically found on endothelial and immune cells [6] , whereas the ubiquitously expressed TNFR1 can bind both the membrane and soluble forms of TNF [5] . The effects on synaptic function (below) typically occur through neuronal TNFR1 signalling [7, 8] , though this characterization is incomplete.
(a) Tumour necrosis factor-mediated synaptic plasticity in the brain TNF was first identified in the regulation of AMPA receptor (AMPAR) trafficking on hippocampal pyramidal cells, where an acute application of exogenous TNF drives the rapid exocytosis of AMPARs [9, 10] . In particular, there is an increase in the surface and synaptic content of calcium-permeable GluA2-lacking AMPARs [7, 10] . On the other hand, NMDA receptors do not seem to be affected, as judged by synaptic localization [9] or whole cell currents [11] . However, longer-term treatments with TNF have been reported to either increase [12, 13] or decrease [14] NMDA currents, suggesting that NMDARs may be indirectly modulated. Subsequent work found that TNF can drive the simultaneous endocytosis of GABA-A receptors (GABARs), resulting in a substantial shift in the balance of excitation-to-inhibition (E/I balance) [7] . These changes are owing to direct activation of TNFR1 on neurons [7, 8] . While other proinflammatory cytokines are also able to traffic glutamate receptors [7, 15] , it is unclear whether other cytokines are constitutively released under basal conditions. However, endogenous TNF regulates receptor trafficking in an activity-dependent fashion [16] . Basal release of TNF outside the context of inflammation has been established in both dissociated neuronal cultures and acute brain slices, including hippocampal, striatal and cortical preparations [9, 17, 18] . TNF may also regulate pre-synaptic neurotransmitter release, in addition to regulating post-synaptic receptor content. Exogenous TNF can increase the frequency of miniature excitatory post-synaptic currents (mEPSCs) [9, 19] , which would be consistent with an increase in glutamate release probability. However, TNF also decreases the frequency of miniature inhibitory post-synaptic currents (mIPSCs) [8] , so TNF may decrease release probability at GABAergic synapses. The dose of TNF required to see changes in miniature event frequency is typically lower than the amount needed to see changes in miniature event amplitude [8, 19] , suggesting these effects are separable. However, the effects on pre-synaptic release may be indirect, through the release of gliotransmitters from astrocytes [20] .
The abovementioned data were all from pyramidal cells and TNF appears to have a differential effect on GABAergic neurons. TNF treatment of hippocampal interneurons did not increase the surface expression of AMPARs [10] . The principal cell type in the striatum is medium spiny neurons (MSNs), which are also GABAergic. These cells respond to exogenous TNF treatment with the endocytosis of synaptic AMPARs and a preferential removal of calcium-permeable AMPARs [17] . GABARs have not been examined on either cell type to date.
Receptor trafficking is an underlying mechanism of synaptic plasticity, which comes in two basic forms-Hebbian plasticity and homeostatic synaptic plasticity (HSP). Hebbian plasticity is thought to be the synaptic mechanism of learning and memory, and involves activity-dependent changes at individual synapses. HSP is part of a circuit-level negative feedback system, where glutamatergic and GABAergic synaptic strengths are inversely regulated to stabilize circuit function. HSP and Hebbian plasticity are theoretically both required for normal circuit function: HSP is designed to maintain circuit function, whereas Hebbian plasticity is designed to change circuit function, so that the same input will now lead to a different output/behaviour (a minimalistic framing of learning). These processes must be balanced-pure HSP would prevent any learning, while if Hebbian processes dominate, then the network becomes very unstable [21, 22] . Given the specificity of TNF to HSP and not Hebbian plasticity [16, 23] , this is a potential route to probe the role of HSP in neurodevelopment and behaviour.
TNF appears not to be essential for normal development, as mice lacking TNF or TNF receptors are largely normal in terms of cytoarchitecture and baseline behaviours. A number of subtle behavioural changes have been reported in TNF and TNF receptor knockout mice, with inconsistent results. For example, spatial learning is either better [24] , worse [25] or unchanged [26] in TNF mutant animals. Similarly, changes in baseline anxiety and depressive-like behaviours (such as the open field, elevated plus maze, light/dark box and forced swim test) are sometimes [26] [27] [28] but not always observed [29, 30] . Overall, the behavioural phenotype is quite mild, which suggests that HSP (at least the TNF-mediated form of it) is not required for the majority of normal development, and perhaps only becomes engaged when circuit function is substantially perturbed. Such perturbations can reveal roles for TNF in development. For example, TNF is required for some forms of developmental plasticity in sensory cortices [18, 23, 31, 32] , where it is necessary for part of the re-normalization of circuit function when sensory input is substantially altered. During monocular deprivation in adolescent (but not adult) mice, there is an initial loss of closed eye responses in the primary visual cortex that presumably occurs through Hebbian mechanisms. There is a subsequent gain of response to the open eye, which is at least partially homeostatic in nature and requires TNF signalling [18, 32] . Further, abnormal elevations in TNF can perturb normal development [33, 34] , with reduced dendritic length and complexity in cultured neurons, and premature synapse maturation and stabilization resulting in less refinement during development in vivo. This would suggest that inflammatory stimuli during development could have consequences for later neural function.
TNF also appears to be required for the development of adaptive behaviours in the adult, particularly in response to chronic psychoactive drugs. We have recently shown that TNF is required for the behavioural response to antidepressants, as measured by the ability of fluoxetine and desipramine to reduce immobility in the forced swim and tail suspension tests [30] . This suggests a role for cytokines in regulating depressive behaviours. Further, TNF mediates synaptic changes within the striatum and acts to reduce the behavioural consequences of chronic administration of antipsychotics [17] and drugs of abuse [35] . As noted above, TNF drives the endocytosis of AMPARs on the GABAergic MSNs of the striatum, reducing excitatory synaptic strength [17] . Chronic administration of classic antipsychotics (such as haloperidol) leads to synaptic potentiation within the striatum, and results in the development of dyskinetic motor problems, characterized by uncontrolled movements particularly of the face and neck. However, the chronic presence of drug seems to induce a homeostatic response, where TNF is elevated in the striatum and reduces both excitatory synaptic strength on the MSNs and the severity of the dyskinetic behaviour [17] . Blocking TNF signalling, even acutely, will cause an increase in dyskinesic movements. Similar changes are seen during the repeated administration of cocaine [35] , which likewise causes synaptic potentiation within the striatum that accompanies the sensitization of the locomotor response to the drug [36] . Cocaine also activates striatal microglia, which increase TNF production that, in turn, reduces excitatory synaptic strength on MSNs and decreases the locomotor sensitization to cocaine [35] . Importantly, increasing the microglial response can reduce previously established cocaineinduced sensitization [35] . As the development of addiction is thought to be an aberrant form of learning [36] , these data suggest that Hebbian and homeostatic plasticity can act to counterbalance each other, with a TNF-mediated homeostatic rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160160 response acting to limit the changes induced by overactive Hebbian-type learning.
Thus, TNF can actively modify behaviour in the adult animal, which could suggest that abnormal elevation of TNF in an adult could likely have behavioural consequences. We have explored the role of TNF in a variety of behaviours without specific immune activation; here, we sought to test whether TNF was essential for the behavioural changes induced by an inflammatory state. To do this, we used the maternal immune activation model of neurodevelopmental disorders.
(b) Implications for tumour necrosis factor-alpha in a maternal immune activation model of neurodevelopment disorders
Maternal infection during pregnancy, referred to as maternal immune activation (MIA), is an environmental risk factor for both schizophrenia and autism [37, 38] . In animal models, MIA is typically achieved by injecting pregnant mice with the viral mimic and immunostimulant, polyinosinic : polycytidylic acid (poly I : C), although bacterial mimic lipopolysaccharide (LPS) is also used. Offspring from injected pregnant mice develop key behavioural phenotypes as well as molecular and cellular signatures that are indicative of neurodevelopmental disorders, including schizophrenia and autism. The phenotype of the MIA offspring depends on whether the mother's immune system is activated mid or late gestation, which can shift the model from schizophrenia to autistic phenotypes [37] . However, the behavioural and cellular phenotypes of these disorders overlap greatly in animal models. MIA triggers long-term behavioural alterations in the offspring. Importantly, infectious agents do not act directly on the developing fetal brain, but instead activate several immune signalling pathways and lead to primed immune function in the offspring via increased expression of cytokines and other immune factors, which is maintained in adulthood [39] [40] [41] [42] . This altered immune status may contribute to abnormal neurodevelopment and/or continued synaptic dysfunction in MIA offspring. Moreover, changes in immune function are prominent in autism-and schizophrenia-related disorders [38, 40, 43] , including elevated levels of TNF [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . In the MIA animal model, the exact immune signature in MIA offspring depends on the type of stimulation and timing of the immune activation in the mother [38] . Importantly, though, most proinflammatory cytokines, including TNF, are elevated at various stages of postnatal development and in adulthood in most versions of MIA [37] . This is observed in both serum [39, 49, 50] and the brain [41, 50] , and in response to immune stimulation [42, [50] [51] [52] .
The elevated levels of TNF in this model suggest that TNF could contribute to the behavioural abnormalities of MIA offspring. This could occur as part of the ongoing dysfunction induced by the immune activation or as an adaptive mechanism to offset disrupted neuronal development. Further, glial activation has been observed in MIA models, with both microglia [50, 53] and astrocyte function [53, 54] being affected. Increased expression of inflammatory modulators and morphological changes indicative of an activated state are observed in microglia from adult MIA offspring [50, 55, 56] . Because TNF is released by activated microglia and astrocytes depending on the context [30, 35] , altered glia function in MIA offspring would also suggest that TNF-mediated plasticity could be involved in an MIA model. Behavioural abnormalities (in MIA or other models) are presumed to result from synaptic changes that change neuronal circuit function. Reports do, indeed, indicate that MIA leads to alterations in synaptic transmission and plasticity in the brain [51, [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] . TNF could provide a mechanism for these changes, perhaps acting as a dysregulated version of HSP. TNF is critical for maintaining E/I balance following changes in circuit activity [16] , resulting from activity-dependent trafficking of AMPAR and GABAR receptors. Altered synaptic transmission in MIA models has been reported as an increase in mEPSC amplitude and decrease in mEPSC frequency [63] . An MIA-induced reduction in neural connectivity has also been reported. In cultured cortical neurons from MIA offspring, spine density and mEPSC frequency are decreased [64] ; similarly, a reduction in the number and turnover of dendritic spines in vivo has also been demonstrated [65] . Importantly, the altered structural and functional synaptic connectivity in MIA offspring is prevented by early anti-inflammatory treatment with ibudilast for the first two post-natal weeks [65] .
As both a proinflammatory cytokine and mediator of HSP, TNF provides an avenue to study the potential role of HSP in a neurodevelopmental model of psychiatric disorders. Importantly, previous studies have indicated that TNF does not play a role in the early transmission of inflammatory signalling to the fetus [66, 67] before post-natal development. Additionally, in the poly I : C model, TNF levels are reported to decrease initially in the fetal brain [34, 67, 68] . Hence, if TNF-mediated plasticity regulates the neurodevelopment of the MIA offspring, then this regulation would likely occur after the animal was born.
Core symptoms of both autism and schizophrenia include deficits in social interaction [43, 52, [69] [70] [71] [72] . In mouse models, this is investigated by measuring the preference mice typically exhibit for an unfamiliar mouse over an unfamiliar object or empty chamber [73] . This preference is significantly reduced in poly I : C offspring. Investigations into gene Â environment interaction have frequently used the social approach test and found interactions between genotype and maternal immune activation [52, 74, 75] , although some studies have focused on other behavioural read-outs [76, 77] . Previous evidence has suggested that TNF signalling does contribute to this behaviour as TNF 2/2 mice showed a baseline preference for a stranger mouse when compared with an empty containment cup in the three-chamber paradigm, as measured by total interaction time [78] . Interestingly, the same authors did not report behavioural differences for TNFR1 2/2 or TNFR2 2/2 mice.
It is less clear whether or not TNF signalling basally contributes to anxiolytic behaviour in the elevated plus maze. Some reports demonstrate no difference in TNF 2/2 mice [29, 78] but TNF 2/2 mice are also reported to be generally less exploratory and more anxious in the elevated plus maze (EPM) test [26] . However, TNFR1 and TNFR2 knockout (KO) mice have lower levels of anxiety as judged by an increased time spent in the centre of the open field test and in the light compartment of the light-dark box test [27] . Interestingly, anxiety behaviours are hypothesized to be related to E/I imbalance, especially in the limbic areas of the brain [79] . Further, maternal immune activation increases limbic expression of GABA receptors, which correlates with observed decreased exploratory behaviour [80] . MIA also results in decreased GABAergic transmission in the medial prefrontal cortex [81] . Here, we tested the contribution of TNF to the MIAinduced behavioural changes in social approach and the EPM. However, TNF 2/2 mice had similar MIA-induced rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160160 changes to their wild-type (WT) counterparts, suggesting that TNF signalling is not essential to the development or expression of these immune-induced behavioural changes.
Methods (a) Breeding
All mouse lines were initially acquired from Jackson Labs. Females used for timed mating experiments were eight to 12 weeks old (on the C57BL/6 J background; the TNF 2/2 mice were backcrossed for a minimum of six generations by Jackson Labs). Breeding pairs for TNF 2/2 mice (in-house colony) are maintained by backcrossing to WT C57BL/6 J mice. At the time of the experiments performed here, the TNF KO colony had been in-house for three generations, and backcrossed to an in-house C57BL/6 J colony every second generation. Timed pregnancies were set up by placing bedding from a male mouse in cages for four to five females 2 -3 days before mating. Groups of four to five females were then placed overnight in a cage with one male. Successful mating was verified the next morning by the presence of a vaginal plug, and the day after was referred to as gestational day 0.5. Because a plug does not always indicate that a female is pregnant, female mice were also weighed at gestation day (GD) 12.5 and only those with significant weight gain were injected with saline or poly I : C. Pregnant dames on GD 12.5 received either a single intraperitoneal injection of 5 mg kg 21 poly I : C ( potassium salt at 1 mg ml
21
; SigmaAldrich) or vehicle (sterile saline). The dose of poly I : C was chosen based on previous studies in C57BL/6 J mice [43, 82, 83] . All solutions were freshly prepared on the day of administration and injected with a volume of 5 ml kg 21 . Animals were returned to their home cages immediately after the injection procedure. Resulting offspring are weaned at post-natal day 24 -28. Behavioural data were obtained from male offspring from two separate cohorts. The social approach test was performed at eight weeks of age, and the elevated plus maze was subsequently performed at 12 weeks of age. The first cohort contained n ¼ 4 wild-type (WT) dames ( poly I : C, n ¼ 2; saline, n ¼ 2) and n ¼ 4 TNF KO dames ( poly I : C, n ¼ 2; saline, n ¼ 2). This cohort comprised 12 WT males and 15 KO males (WT saline, n ¼ 7; WT poly I : C, n ¼ 5; KO saline, n ¼ 8; KO poly I : C, n ¼ 7), and all males from the first cohort were put through the social approach test only. The second cohort contained n ¼ 3 WT dames ( poly I : C, n ¼ 1; saline, n ¼ 2) and n ¼ 4 TNF KO dames ( poly I : C, n ¼ 2; saline, n ¼ 2). This cohort comprised 12 WT males and 14 KO males (WT saline, n ¼ 8; WT poly I : C, n ¼ 5; KO saline, n ¼ 5; KO poly I : C, n ¼ 7), and all males from the second cohort were put through the social approach test and the elevated plus maze.
(b) Behavioural testing-social interaction
The social interaction test apparatus was made of Plexiglas and consisted of two identical chambers (20 Â 20 cm) connected to each other by a third chamber (7 Â 20 cm). The Plexiglas walls of the apparatus were covered with different patterns (stripes or polka dots) on each side. We first established that mice had no preference for either side. All animals were habituated to the test apparatus on the day of testing to reduce novelty-related locomotor hyperactivity. Two plastic containment cups (with holes to allow permeation of olfactory cues) were left empty during habituation. Each test mouse was gently placed in the middle chamber and allowed us to explore the apparatus for 5 min. Following habituation, the test mouse was isolated (using Plexiglas sliders) in the middle chamber, whereas an unfamiliar male mouse of the same age (eight weeks) and background (C57BL/6 J) from a non-experimental cage was placed inside one of the plastic containment cups located in one of the chambers. The plastic containment cup in the opposite chamber was left empty. Subjects were allowed to explore the threechamber apparatus for 10 min. Each mouse received one trial, and all testing chambers were cleaned thoroughly with 30% ethanol between testing sessions. Experiments were conducted in dim lighting provided by two incandescent red lights approximately six feet from the ground on either side of the testing arena.
(c) Behavioural testing-elevated plus maze
One month after the social approach test, the second cohort of mice from saline-or poly I : C-treated mothers were tested in the elevated plus maze. 5 cm) wall to decrease the number of falls, whereas the closed arms had a high (16 cm) wall to enclose the arm. The entire apparatus was 50 cm above the floor, and made of light grey Plexiglass. During testing, the mouse was placed in the centre area of the maze with its head directed towards a closed arm and allowed to move freely in the maze for 5 min. Each mouse received one trial. Experiments were conducted under dim lighting provided by two incandescent red lights on either side of the testing arena approximately six feet from the ground. Mice that fell off the elevated plus maze (two KO poly I : C mice) were excluded from the analysis. The trials were recorded using a video camera attached to a computer, and the number of entries into each arm and the time spent in the open arms manually scored. These measurements serve as an index of anxiety-like behaviour.
(d) Behavioural analysis
Behavioural tests were monitored and recorded with a camera placed above the three-chamber apparatus and EPM. Videos were analysed with ETHOVISION XT video-tracking software from Noldus. Behavioural data were coded by personalizing Arena Tracking settings. In the social approach test, the animal was measured for the time spent in each chamber (e.g. the centre and the chambers with the stranger mouse or empty containment cup), as well as a proximal circular zone around both containment cups in the opposite corners of the chambers. Because the ETHOVI-SION software measures only the centre point of the mouse, the proximal zone for each cup was set at 3 cm, which corresponds to the distance the centre point of the mouse would be from the cup if the mouse's head were immediately adjacent to the cup. The total time and entries (frequency) in different zones, as well as the total distance travelled during the test, were collected. For the EPM test, we collected the total time and entries into the open and closed arms as well as the centre zone.
(e) Statistical analysis
Data were analysed in JMP11 using a two-way (factorial) analysis of variance (ANOVA) to compare the main effects of genotype (WT or KO) and treatment (saline or poly I : C), and the interaction between genotype and treatment. Pairwise comparisons were made using a post hoc Fisher's least significant difference test. A value of p , 0.05 was used for the significance level.
Results
To investigate the role of TNF in the behavioural changes in adult MIA offspring, we tested social approach in TNF mutant mice, using a poly I : C MIA model. Abnormalities in social approach and social novelty in the three-chamber test are some of the most reported and validated behavioural rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160160 changes in offspring from poly I : C-injected mothers [37] . Initially, we verified that we were able to reproduce these findings, showing that WT mice from saline-treated mothers (controls) exhibit normal social preference for a novel mouse over an empty chamber ( figure 1a-d) . We calculated a preference ratio for a proximal zone around the cup with the mouse versus the empty cup ( figure 1a,b) . The preference ratio takes into account both the time spent proximal to the cup with mouse and proximal to the empty cup. MIA is known to reduce the normal social preference in the offspring [66, 69] . This social behaviour deficit is consistent in offspring from immune-stimulated rodents (single LPS or poly I : C injection) across different time-points during gestation [40, 43, 52, 66] . We were able to demonstrate that the WT adult offspring from poly I : C-treated mothers displayed a reduced social preference towards un unknown stranger mouse, consistent with previous results (figure 1c, two-way ANOVA effect of treatment: F 1,46 ¼ 4.51, p , 0.05). Social preference was also measured by the time spent in the chamber with the mouse, as a fraction of the total testing time (10 min) spent exploring the entire apparatus. The main effect of poly I : C treatment was again significant (F 1,46 ¼ 19.94, p , 0.0001), with the WT poly I : C mice spending significantly less time with the stranger mouse compared with saline controls.
We then tested the contribution of TNF to the MIAinduced loss of social preference, using TNF 2/2 mice. We did observe a significant effect of genotype for both measurements of sociability ( proximal approach: F 1,46 ¼ 4.23; chamber time: F 1,46 ¼ 10.11, p , 0.01), but this was owing to differences in the poly I : C groups and not to differences in baseline social preference between WT and TNF 2/2 mice. But critically, we did not observe a genotype-dependent response to the poly I : C treatment. For both the proximal preference ratio (figure 1c) and fraction of time in the mouse chamber (figure 1d ), the interaction effect of genotype and treatment was insignificant ( proximal approach:
demonstrating that KO offspring responded in the same way to MIA as WT offspring in the three-chamber social approach test. As in WT offspring, the KO poly I : C group exhibited a significantly lower preference ratio for the stranger mouse ( p ¼ 0.045) and spent less time in the chamber with the stranger mouse ( p ¼ 0.0087). These results indicate that TNF is not required for the development and expression of social preference in adult mice, nor is it essential for the loss of normal social preference in MIA offspring. We expected that the decreased time spent exploring and/or approaching the containment cup with the mouse would be accompanied by an overall decrease in frequency of entering the proximal zone, compared with entries into the proximal zone of the empty containment cup. We computed the ratio of social to non-social approaches (figure 1e), and observed an overall shift to non-social approaches for MIA-treated animals (two-way ANOVA, effect of treatment: F 1,45 ¼ 4.97; p ¼ 0.031), as well as slightly higher numbers of approaches in the KO animals (effect of genotype: F 1,45 ¼ 6.07; p ¼ 0.018). But while we observed similar shifts in both WT and KO animals from poly I : C-treated backgrounds, none of the individual changes were significant in post hoc analysis. So overall, MIA had similar effects on WT and TNF 2/2 mice, and we do not observe any significant interaction between TNF and maternal poly I : C treatment (F 1,45 ¼ 0.097, p ¼ 0.76).
We also analysed the locomotor behaviour of all the groups tested in the social approach paradigm and did not observe a change in locomotion based on treatment. We did observe a slight difference in baseline locomotion between WT and KO mice (from saline-treated mothers) in the threechamber apparatus (figure 1f, p ¼ 0.012). We have not previously observed a decreased locomotor phenotype in TNF 2/2 mice (as measured in the open field test [35] ), and also do not observe a baseline change in exploratory behaviour in TNF KO mice in the EPM test (figure 2g), which suggests that the baseline exploratory difference in KO mice is specific to the three-chamber apparatus.
We next compared the effect of MIA on the expression of anxiety-like behaviours in WT and TNF 2/2 mice, which typically is increased in adult offspring from immune-stimulated mothers [81, 84] . We observed no significant differences in baseline anxiolytic behaviour between saline and TNF 2/2 mice in any of the measurements, looking at time or frequency in the different zones of the EPM ( figure 2c-f) . In contrast to previous findings on the effect of maternal immune activation on anxiolytic behaviour in the elevated plus maze, we observed a very pronounced and significant effect of poly I : C treatment on exploration time in the EPM open arms (two-way ANOVA effect of treatment: offspring from poly I : C mothers may become slightly more exploratory as they spend significantly more time in the centre (figure 2e, p ¼ 0.015). However, both genotypes demonstrate the same frequency to the open arms, as well as a similar locomotor response to poly I : C (figure 2f,g), and there is no evidence of an interaction between genotype and maternal immune activation for time in centre, frequency to open arms and total locomotion (respectively, effect of interaction
Overall, we conclude that maternal immune activation results in decreased anxiety-like behaviour in the elevated plus maze, and that TNF is dispensable for the development of this immune-driven behavioural change.
Discussion
It is known that TNF has important neuroregulatory functions [7, 9, 11] and that it modulates homeostatic plasticity in vitro [16] and in vivo [18, 32] . Further work is needed to establish the role of TNF-mediated plasticity in different models of disease, under both non-inflammatory and inflammatory contexts. Previously, we have shown that TNF-mediated plasticity is required for normal behavioural response to antidepressants [30] , and that TNF mediates several adaptive responses in the striatum when circuit activity is acutely perturbed by drugs of abuse [35] or antipsychotics [17] . Our goal here was to evaluate the role of TNF-mediated regulation of circuit function during inflammatory neurodevelopment conditions, using the MIA model of neuropsychiatric disorders. We saw no differential MIA-induced behavioural deficits in TNF 2/2 mice compared with WT mice, and conclude that [74, 81, 84] , the genetic background of mice plays a large role in the behavioural outcome of MIA [52] , particularly for anxiety-related phenotypes [84] . Specifically, MIA was found to increase anxiety-like behaviour of offspring in NMRI mice but not in C57BL/6 J mice (as used here) [84] . Interestingly, NMRI offspring displayed behaviour consistent with elevated anxiety only in the elevated plus-maze but not in other paradigms such as the open field and light -dark box [84] . Strain-treatment interactions were also observed between C57BL/6 J and BTBRT þ tf/J mice for other behavioural deficits in the MIA model, including decreased sociability and increased repetitive/stereotyped behaviour [52] . Importantly, offspring from both strains respond to maternal poly I : C injections with increased exploratory behaviour in the EPM. Other studies have reported no change in anxiety behaviour in the elevated plus maze with maternal poly I : C treatment alone [55, 74, 85] , which could be owing to differences in genetic background. However, we again report no differences in the way WT and TNF 2/2 offspring respond to MIA (figure 2). Our interpretation is that TNF-mediated plasticity does not play a unique adaptive role in the dysregulated neurodevelopment of MIA offspring. Another finding from our study was, in fact, that TNF
2/2
showed a slight but significantly decreased baseline locomotor behaviour in the social approach task, which was not significantly altered by MIA. However, TNF 2/2 have no differential locomotion in the open field test [17, 35] ; nor did we see this difference in the EPM. This result might indicate that TNF 2/2 mice have more exploratory behaviour when social cues are present, although the number of approaches to the 'social' containment cup and the 'non-social' containment cup did not differ from WT mice. Most studies do not report any alteration in spontaneous locomotor activity in the offspring of poly I : C-treated rodents as measured in the open field test [70, 71, 86] , although both increased [87] and decreased [88] locomotor activity in poly I : C offspring have been reported. Differences in behavioural abnormalities do critically depend on the timing of poly I : C treatment, which may be owing to differences in the fetal brain cytokine response at earlier stages of development (e.g. GD9) versus later stages (e.g. GD17) [82, 83] . Cytokine expression and TNF, in particular, seem to be more elevated after an acute poly I : C injection at GD17 compared with GD9; however, GD9 injection favoured an overall more proinflammatory cytokine profile [82] . From a behavioural perspective, we also did not want to bias our behavioural analysis towards either autism (later time-point) or towards schizophrenia (earlier time-point) [37] . For example, some behaviours of interest are not present in animals from immune-activated mothers at later gestation times, including poly I : C-induced decreases in exploratory behaviour, observed at GD9 and GD12 but not GD17 [37] . Deficits in social approach have also been consistently established by mid-gestation MIA [52, 66, 69] , but are also seen at with MIA at GD9 [74] and at GD17 [89 -91] .
It is important to note that the timing and intensity of the MIA, as well as additional genetic factors, can have an effect on cellular and behavioural phenotypes [38] , so investigation of further paradigms (e.g. with LPS at a later stage of gestation) are required to confirm our results. Nonetheless, many MIA-induced behavioural changes, especially deficits in social approach and interaction, have been replicated in several laboratories despite the use of different species (rats or mice), different ages of gestational activation, and different doses and routes of administration (reviewed in [37, 38, 43] ). Investigation of further MIA-induced behavioural abnormalities will further elucidate whether TNF function contributes uniquely to neurodevelopmental abnormalities resulting from prenatal neuroinflammation. For instance, peripheral levels of TNF in adult MIA offspring were positively correlated with repetitive, compulsive-like behaviour in the marble-burying test [40] . Unfortunately, we were not able to experimentally obtain reliable behavioural read-outs in the marble-burying test used in other studies. MIA has also been shown to affect both the acute locomotor response to drugs of abuse [91, 92] and drug-induced place preference [91, 93] .
Acutely, MIA causes a strong inflammatory response in both the mothers and fetuses, although the cytokine profile depends both on whether LPS or poly I : C is used [37] and when the immune stimulant is administered [82, 83] . In the poly I : C model, an increase in IL-1b is observed in the fetal brain 24 h after maternal injection [94] but TNF in the fetal brain is actually decreased 24 h after maternal poly I : C injection [68] and also in the neonatal brain [34] . This may be a fetal mechanism to adapt to the maternal immune activation and occurs through a-and b-crystallin downregulation of TNF [67] . Importantly, TNF is significantly elevated in adult MIA offspring in the poly I : C model, both in the brain [41] and periphery [39] . In an LPS rat model however, TNF is generally increased in the fetal brain [95] [96] [97] . MIA increases the levels of other proinflammatory cytokines in the periphery [42, 50] and in the fetal brain, including interleukin 6 (IL-6) [50, 98] . However, the acute changes in TNF do not likely affect the long-term consequences of MIA, because IL-6 alone reproduces the effect of poly I : C [66] and because neonatal challenge with TNF produces no apparent behavioural alterations in adult offspring [99] . These findings again support our rationale to use TNF 2/2 mice to specifically examine the contribution of TNF-mediated plasticity during development to behavioural abnormalities caused by MIA. Overall, the long-term neuroinflammatory effects of MIA in adolescent and adult offspring are quite mild [83, 100] . Adult MIA offspring do have elevated levels of peripheral TNF [39, 49] and an elevated TNF response to immune challenges that depends on genetic background [52] . However, this is not a consistent finding [40] , and elevated TNF expression in the adult brain is not always observed in the MIA model [41] . In the mouse poly I : C model, however, IL-1b and IL-6 are increased in the adult offspring ( [41, 52, 82, 83, 101] but see [40] ) and these other cytokines may play a more predominant role in the long-term behavioural consequences of the MIA model.
Outside of an inflammatory context, TNF has established roles in the development of the nervous system, including regulation of progenitor proliferation and neurogenesis [102] , rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160160 sympathetic innervation [103] and normal development of the hippocampus [24] . Increasing TNF levels during development have been shown to dysregulate dendrite and synapse formation [33, 34] . Importantly, these effects also occur with increased levels of other proinflammatory cytokines IL-6 and IL-1b. In the context of neurodevelopment IL-6, IL-1b and TNF have all been shown to have the same effect on primary dendrite number, dendritic nodes and total dendrite length during the development of neurons [34] . So during MIA, other cytokines may largely be able to compensate for the deletion of TNF.
Therefore, two possibilities appear to be explanations for why genetic deletion of TNF has no effect on the behavioural changes observed in MIA offspring. The first is that TNF has no role in the neurodevelopment of the circuits underlying the behaviours we examined, either by not being elevated in those tissues or by not impacting the circuit function. In favour of this idea is that development is largely normal in TNF and TNFR knockout mice, though subtle differences are detected, and the examined behaviours were largely normal in offspring from saline-treated TNF 2/2 mothers compared with those from saline-treated WT mothers. However, other studies have demonstrated that MIA can reveal functions of gene deletions or mutations that do not cause behavioural phenotypes on their own [52,74 -77] . The second possibility is that during even mild models of neuroinflammation, proinflammatory cytokines are coregulated and act in conjunction with each other. In this model, no single cytokine has a unique role, and the other cytokines can compensate for the loss of one. For example, artificial elevation of TNF during development dysregulates dendrite and synapse formation [33, 34] , but these effects also occur with increased levels of other proinflammatory cytokines IL-6 and IL-1b. Thus, interfering with TNF under conditions when several proinflammatory cytokines are elevated will not have distinct effects. Although current data do not allow us to distinguish between these possibilities, we favour the second option and propose that the impact of TNF signalling will vary owing to context. Under basal non-inflammatory conditions, TNF acts as the sole cytokine mediator of HSP, and thus interfering with TNF signalling will prevent the circuit normalization we have observed under other experimental paradigms. However, under inflammatory conditions (such as MIA), TNF is part of a suite of cytokine signalling with overlapping functions. Interfering with TNF signalling under these conditions would not have distinct effects, as we observed here. Clearly, elucidating the role of TNF-mediated plasticity in other behavioural models of neuroinflammation and neurodevelopment is needed to expand on these findings.
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